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The work is aimed at solving the problems of easy trapping into local extremes and slow convergence speed of the traditional
music teaching evaluation system on Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN). The traditional note recognition methods are
susceptible to high noise complexity. Firstly, the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm is used to optimize the BPNN;
secondly, an improved endpoint detection algorithm is proposed by short-term energy difference, which can accurately identify
the time value of each note in the piano playing audio. By the traditional frequency domain analysis method, a radical
frequency extraction algorithm is proposed by the improved standard harmonic method, which can accurately identify the
note’s pitch. Finally, a piano performance evaluation model by BPNN is implemented, and the model is implemented by the
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) system. This evaluation model can be used to correct the errors of students’
performances in the piano music teaching process and to perform overall evaluation, rhythm evaluation, and expressive
evaluation. Teachers and students play minuet to collect experimental samples to train BPNN and test the performance of the
evaluation model. The practical result shows that (1) after 3000 times of training, the neural network error is less than 0.01,
and the network converges; (2) the evaluation results of the piano performance evaluation model designed are basically in line
with the actual level of the performer and have specific feasibility; and (3) the optimized BPNN is used to correct errors during
performances with an accuracy rate of 94.3%, which is 5.25% higher than the traditional method. The error correction
accuracy rate for pitch is 92.9%, which is 5.21% higher than the traditional method. The optimized BPNN has significantly
improved the error correction accuracy of the notes and pitches played by the player. The model can effectively help piano
beginners correct errors and improve the accuracy and efficiency of the practice. The purpose of this study is to alleviate the
scarcity of piano teachers, reduce the work intensity of piano teachers, realize automatic error correction and objective
evaluation of playing, and provide necessary technical support for improving the efficiency of piano music teaching.

1. Introduction

As an essential tool for delivering music, the piano has been
popularized worldwide and is favored by more and more
people [1]. However, there are still some unsolved problems
in piano music education. For example, due to the relative
scarcity of piano teachers, most piano learners do not receive
sufficient guidance in learning and practice. They are prone
to misreading the score, playing the wrong keys, and making
mistakes in fingering during the independent course [2]. In
addition, the piano teacher mainly relies on his own experi-

ence to guide, evaluate, and correct errors in the students’
performance. Piano teachers and students also have a differ-
ent understanding of music and playing characteristics. The
factors that affect the commission are the right or wrong
notes and essential elements such as rhythm and expressive-
ness [3]. Therefore, traditional piano music teaching methods
have shortcomings such as intense subjectivity, preliminary
evaluation, and high uncertainty [4]. Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN) is an algorithmic mathematical model that imi-
tates the behavioral characteristics of animal neural networks
and performs distributed parallel information processing [5].
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Among them, Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) is
one of the more mature and widely used ANNs, and it has
an excellent performance in data classification, prediction,
and related evaluation [6].

Fei used BPNN to establish an evaluation model. The
vocal evaluation system uses input to solve the problem that
vocal players are greatly affected by subjective factors when
scoring. MATLAB analyzes and processes the collected data
and compares the results with personal evaluation methods.
Simulation results show that this scheme significantly
improves music classification and recognition accuracy and
robustness. The system can reflect the player’s true level
[7]. Jia proposed to use BPNN to simulate the nonlinear
mapping of various factors and establish a vocal music eval-
uation system to address the problem of multiple factors and
subjective factors in the evaluation of vocal music teaching.
Meanwhile, with the vocal music teaching evaluation system
as input, BPNN establishes a teaching quality evaluation
model. The model’s validity has been verified through simu-
lation experiments [8]. BPNN is introduced into the evalua-
tion system, which can effectively avoid the influence of
human subjective factors, make the evaluation results more
objective and accurate, and help improve students’ compre-
hensive ability.

Traditional BPNN has defects such as ease to fall into
local extremum and slow convergence speed [9]. It is nec-
essary to use appropriate methods to optimize it. The pre-
mise of piano performance evaluation is the recognition of
the played notes. Traditional musical note recognition
methods are mainly divided into the time and frequency
domains; traditional time-domain analysis methods are
susceptible to noise. The frequency-domain analysis
method has disadvantages such as high algorithm com-
plexity and extensive calculation [10]. Based on the above
problems, the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm uses
to optimize BPNN. Secondly, an improved endpoint detec-
tion algorithm is proposed by short-term energy differ-
ence, which can accurately identify the time value of
each note in the piano playing audio. A radical frequency
extraction algorithm by the improved standard harmonic
method is put forward, which can accurately identify the
note’s pitch. Finally, a piano performance evaluation
model by BPNN is implemented. The model is realized
mainly by the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
system. This system can assign a value to each note in the
score, convert it into a MIDI standard signal, and store it
as a MIDI file. The operation process of the performance
evaluation model is to identify the time value and pitch
of each note played by the performer using improved time
domain and frequency domain algorithms. The corre-
sponding MIDI standard file compares time values and
pitch information read. Errors in playing are pointed out
to realize the error correction function. This detection
algorithm can perform overall evaluation, rhythm evalua-
tion, and expressiveness evaluation of the performer
through the comparison results. The study is aimed at
realizing automatic error correction and objective assess-
ment of playing and providing necessary technical support
for improving the efficiency of piano music teaching.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Introduction to BPNN and Its Optimization

2.1.1. Introduction to BPNN. The BP neural network
(BPNN) is a typical representative of ANN, and it is also
the most widely used ANN [11]. BPNN is produced by sim-
ulating the structure of the human brain neuron network,
which is a complex network composed of many nodes con-
nected [12]. BPNN is a multilayer perceptron structure that
mainly contains a three-layer structure of input, hidden, and
output [13]. The three-layer BPNN structure is shown in
Figure 1.

The input layer and output layer mainly store and
transmit external information. All networks contain an
input layer and an output layer. The main difference lies
in the number of hidden layers in the middle. The hidden
layer does not directly communicate with the outside
world, but its change will directly impact the relationship
between the input layer and the output layer [14]. The
BP algorithm includes two signal forward and backward
propagation processes in the learning process. The forward
propagation is from the input layer to the output layer. If
the actual and expected output signals are too far apart, it
needs to enter the reverse transmission process [15]. Back-
propagation is to pass the output error back layer by layer
in the direction of the input layer through the hidden
layer, distribute it to all units in each layer, and adjust
the weight of each unit by the error signal obtained by
each layer. Then, change the connection strength and
threshold among the input layer, the output layer, and
the hidden layer so that the error can be gradually
reduced. Repeat the previous process and the learning will
be terminated until the error tends to the allowable range
or reaches the preset practice frequency [16].

In short, the BP algorithm can transform signal input
and output problems into nonlinear optimization prob-
lems [17]. BPNN has simple learning rules and a solid
nonlinear fitting ability. The trained neural network can
also give appropriate output for the input near samples
not in the sample set. The BP algorithm includes two sig-
nal forward and backward propagation processes in the
learning process.

(1) Forward Transmission. The forward propagation is car-
ried out from the input to the hidden layer and then to
the output layer. The input αi of the ith node in the hid-
den layer can be expressed as

αi = 〠
m

j=1
wijxj + θi, j = 1, 2, 3,⋯,m, ð1Þ

where xj is the input of the jth node of the input layer, wij

is the weight between the ith node in the hidden layer and
the jth node in the input layer, and θi is the threshold of
the ith node in the hidden layer.
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The output βi of the ith node in the hidden layer can be
expressed as

βi = ϕ αið Þ = ϕ 〠
m

j=1
wijxj + θi

 !
, ð2Þ

where ϕðαiÞ represents the activation function of the hidden
layer.

The input of the kth node in the output layer δk can be
expressed as

δk = 〠
q

i=1
wkiβi + ak = 〠

q

i=1
wkiϕ 〠

m

j=1
wijxj + θi

 !
+ ak, i = 1, 2, 3,⋯, q, ð3Þ

where wki represents the weight between the kth node in the
output layer and the ith node in the input layer and ak rep-
resents the threshold of the kth node in the output layer.

The output yk of the kth node of the output layer can be
expressed as

yk = ψ δkð Þ = ψ 〠
q

i=1
wkiβi + ak

 !
= ψ 〠

q

i=1
wkiϕ 〠

m

j=1
wijxj + θi

 !
+ ak

 !
, ð4Þ

where ψðδkÞ represents the excitation function of the output
layer. If the error between the actual and expected output
signals is too large, it needs to enter the backpropagation
process.

(2) Backpropagation. Backpropagation is to pass the output
error back layer by layer in the direction of the input layer
through the hidden layer and distribute it to all units in
each layer and adjust the weight of each team based on
the error signal obtained by each layer. Meanwhile, the
connection strength and threshold between the input layer,

output layer, and hidden layer are adjusted so that the
error can be gradually reduced. This process is repeated
until the error is within the allowable range or reaches
the preset practice frequency. The learning will be termi-
nated [18]. The quadratic error criterion function Ep of
each sample p can be expressed as

Ep =
1
2〠

l

k=1
Tk − ykð Þ2, ð5Þ

where Tk represents the expected output and yk represents
the actual output.

The model’s total error criterion function for P training
samples can be expressed as

E = 1
2〠

P

P=1
〠
l

k=1
TP
k − yPk

� �2
: ð6Þ

According to the error gradient descent method, the
weights and thresholds of the output layer and the hidden
layer are sequentially modified. The weight correction of
the output layer is Δwki, and the threshold correction is Δ
ak; the weight correction of the hidden layer is Δwij, and
the threshold correction is Δθi, as shown in

Δwki = −η
∂E
∂wki

,

Δak = −η
∂E
∂ak

,

Δwij = −η
∂E
∂wij

,

Δθi = −η
∂E
∂θi

,

ð7Þ

where η represents the learning rate, as shown in

Δwki = −η〠
P

P=1
〠
l

k=1
TP
k − yPk

� �
· ψ δkð Þ · βi,

Δak = η〠
P

P=1
〠
l

k=1
TP
k − yPk

� �
· ψ δkð Þ,

Δwij = η〠
P

P=1
〠
l

k=1
TP
k − yPk

� �
· ψ δkð Þ ·wki · ϕ αið Þ · xj,

Δθi = η〠
P

P=1
〠
l

k=1
TP
k − yPk

� �
· ψ δkð Þ ·wki · ϕ αið Þ:

ð8Þ

To improve accuracy, reduce network errors, and avoid
the phenomenon of “overfitting,” the network architecture
usually only contains an input layer, an output layer, and a

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Figure 1: Three-layer BPNN structure.
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hidden layer [19], and the number of nodes is generally def-
inite in the input layer and output layer. Therefore, the num-
ber of nodes needs to be determined in the hidden layer. The
available number of hidden layer nodes is used to determine,
as shown in

y =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a + b

p
+ c, ð9Þ

where y represents the number of hidden layer nodes, a rep-
resents the number of input layer nodes, b represents the
number of output layer nodes, and c represents a constant
between 1 and 10.

2.1.2. LM Optimization Algorithm. Traditional BPNN has
defects such as easy to fall into local extreme value and slow
convergence speed. The LM algorithm is chosen to optimize
the BPNN. The LM algorithm obtains the extreme impor-
tance of the function through iteration, which is the product
of the combination of the Gauss-Newton iteration method
and the gradient descent method. It combines the former’s
local convergence and the latter’s global characteristics
[20]. Generally, the gradient descent method drops faster
at the beginning. As the target approaches the optimal value,
the gradient tends to zero, making the decline of the objec-
tive function slower. The Gauss-Newton iteration method
can produce an ideal search direction near the optimal value.
Therefore, the LM algorithm is used to optimize BPNN. It
can solve the problem that it is easy to fall into extreme local
importance, effectively reducing the computational com-
plexity, reducing the number of network iterations, and
speeding up the convergence speed.

xk and xk+1 are two points in the function f ðxÞ, and the
relationship is shown in

xk+1 = xk+Δx: ð10Þ

Newton’s method is shown in

Δx = − ∇2E xð Þ� �−1∇E xð Þ, ð11Þ

where EðxÞ is the error-index function, ∇2EðxÞ is the
Hessian matrix of EðxÞ, and ∇EðxÞ is the gradient. EðxÞ
can be expressed as

E xð Þ = 1
2 e

2 xð Þ, ð12Þ

where eðxÞ represents the error, as shown in Equation (13):

∇E xð Þ = JT xð Þe xð Þ, ð13Þ

∇2E xð Þ = JT xð Þe xð Þ + S xð Þ, ð14Þ

S xð Þ =〠ei xð Þ∇2ei xð Þ, ð15Þ

where SðxÞ represents the Jacobian ðJÞ matrix, as shown in

J xð Þ =

∂e1 xð Þ
∂x1

∂e1 xð Þ
∂x2

⋯
∂e1 xð Þ
∂xn

⋮ ⋱ ⋯ ⋮
∂en xð Þ
∂x1

∂en xð Þ
∂x2

⋯
∂en xð Þ
∂xn

26666664

37777775: ð16Þ

The calculation method of the Gauss-Newton iteration
method is shown in

Δx = JT xð ÞJ xð Þ� �−1
J xð Þe xð Þ: ð17Þ

The improved Gauss-Newton iteration method is the
LM algorithm, as shown in

Δx = JT xð ÞJ xð Þ + μI
� �−1

J xð Þe xð Þ, ð18Þ

where μ represents the proportionality coefficient, a constant
greater than 0, and I is the identity matrix.

2.2. Analysis of Improved Endpoint Detection Algorithm by
the Short-Term Energy Difference. Endpoint detection is
aimed at finding the start and endpoints of the musical tone
signal in a segment of the audio signal to obtain the charac-
teristic of the length of each note in the audio [21]. Audio is
inevitably mixed with noise during the recording process.
The core of the endpoint detection algorithm is to accurately
identify the beginning and end of the music segment from
the background noise [22]. At present, the most commonly
used endpoint detection algorithm is the double-threshold
method by signal time-domain characteristic parameters. It
mainly finds endpoints by setting three thresholds and
adopting a secondary decision. However, the dual-
threshold detection algorithm has shortcomings such as
excessive reliance on threshold setting, difficulty in threshold
setting, and poor noise resistance [23]. This study proposes
an improved endpoint detection algorithm by short-term
energy difference by the above problems.

This algorithm mainly uses the short-term energy differ-
ence to find the energy mutation information to determine
the starting point of the note. Then, according to the starting
point position, the end position corresponding to each start-
ing point is determined by designing two layers of judgment.
Regarding each note pressed during piano playing as a
short-term energy pulse, the audio signal needs to be framed
and windowed and its short-term energy calculated, as
shown in

Ei = 〠
L−1

N=0
x nð Þj j2: ð19Þ

In Equation (19), xðnÞ is the amplitude of the nth point
in the ith frame signal and L is window length; the value is
related to the sampling frequency.
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Then calculate the short-term energy difference ΔEi
between two adjacent frames, as shown in

ΔEi = Ei − Ei−1: ð20Þ

This algorithm is not to calculate the energy difference
between two sampling points but to calculate the energy dif-
ference between two frames to filter out the small energy
fluctuations in the audio signal. Meanwhile, the difference
operation can better reflect the sudden change of energy,
and it is easier to judge the starting position of the note.
Finding the endpoint corresponding to the starting point
of each message is mainly by setting two thresholds, short-
term energy and short-term zero-crossing rate. When the
two parameters of the signal are both lower than the thresh-
old, the point is determined as the rough endpoint corre-
sponding to the start point of the current note. Then, this
study makes a two-level judgment on the rough judgment
endpoint to improve the algorithm’s accuracy. The first level
of assessment is mainly for the rough end position obtained
in the previous step. If the endpoint corresponding to the
current start point is located after the start point of the fol-
lowing note, the endpoint search is wrong. The n frames
before the start of the following message are regarded as
the endpoint corresponding to the start point, n = l0. The
second-level judgment is for the difference between each
pair of start and endpoints. The difference between the start
and endpoints is calculated for each pair. If the difference is
less than the shortest duration of the note, then the pair of
start and endpoints are judged as noise. It is deleted from
the collection. The architecture of the improved endpoint
detection algorithm by the short-term energy difference is
shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Analysis of Radical Frequency Extraction Algorithm by
the Improved Standard Harmonic Method. Radical fre-

quency refers to the pure tone with the lowest frequency in
each musical style, and its intensity is the largest. The fre-
quency of the fundamental tone is the radical frequency,
which directly determines the pitch of the entire tone [24].
Extreme frequency extraction methods mainly include
time-domain-based algorithms, frequency-domain-based
algorithms, and statistics-based algorithms. The frequency-
domain-based radical frequency extraction algorithms are
mainly used here. The extraction algorithm by the frequency
domain is divided into two types: the harmonic peak method
and the confidence coefficient. Among them, the harmonic
peak method is a typical algorithm by Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT), which mainly reflects the relationship between
signal frequency and amplitude and is widely used to calcu-
late signal spectrograms. The Fourier Transform FðxÞ of the
nonperiodic continuous signal f ðtÞ is shown in

F xð Þ = F f tð Þ½ � =
ð+∞
−∞

f tð Þe−jωtdt: ð21Þ

In Equation (21), ω refers to frequency. The harmonic
peak method considers that the peak with the highest ampli-
tude in the spectrogram corresponds to the fundamental
wave of the audio signal and uses its frequency value as the
radical frequency value; that is, if the extreme frequency
value is x0, then there is

x0 = F−1 max F xð Þðð Þ: ð22Þ

The harmonic peak method has the advantages of low
time complexity and low space complexity. In practical
applications, even in the sonic spectrum of a single piano
tone, the amplitude of the radical frequency is not necessar-
ily the highest, so the accuracy of this method is low.

Start

Framing and
add window

Determines an
alternative starting
point for the note

Find the end point
corresponding to

each starting point
Before the next
starting point?

Is the difference between the start and end points
greater than the shortest tone length?

All end points search
complete?

End

Make the end point the
first 10 frames of the
next starting point

Delete the start and end
point

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

Calculate short
time energy
difference

NO

Figure 2: Architecture diagram of improved endpoint detection algorithm by the short-term energy difference.
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The confidence coefficient is mainly proposed for the
problem that the peak amplitude of the harmonic is higher
than the peak value of the fundamental wave. In the confi-
dence coefficient method, the entire wave or the nth (n ≤ 5)
harmonic component has the most significant peak ampli-
tude. Therefore, a factor of 1 to 5 can be obtained for the
maximum peak frequency as a candidate radial frequency.
The sum of the amplitudes of the nth harmonics of each rad-
ical candidate frequency has tremendous confidence that the
sum is the largest. That is, it is the most likely extreme fre-
quency. The confidence coefficient is shown in

L Nð Þ = f p
N
, 1 ≤N ≤ 5, ð23Þ

R Nð Þ = 〠
N

i=1
P ið Þ: ð24Þ

In Equations (23) and (24), LðNÞ is radical candidate fre-
quency, f p is maximum peak frequency, RðNÞ is the confi-
dence level, PðiÞ is the amplitude of a particular harmonic,
and n is the number of harmonics.

The confidence coefficient solves the problem that the
maximum peak amplitude component is harmonics to a cer-
tain extent. When dealing with low-frequency and high-
frequency sound waves, there is still a problem of the high
probability of misjudgment, that is, low accuracy. The study
proposes an improved standard harmonic way to extract the
radial frequency using the above harmonic peak method and
confidence coefficient issues. Using discrete first and second
derivatives, find the first n maximum points x1, x2, xn−1, xn
with higher spectrogram peaks as candidate fundamental
frequencies. Construct the confidence function hðxiÞ to
reflect the possibility that xi is the radical frequency:

h xið Þ = 〠
n

k=1
g xkð Þt xk, xið Þ i = 1, 2, 3,⋯, nð Þ: ð25Þ

In Equation (25), gðxkÞ is the energy value correspond-
ing to the candidate radical frequency xk and tðxk, xiÞ is
the closeness of xk to an integer multiple of xi. It is defined as

t xk, xið Þ = 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σ
e− θkð Þ2/2σ2 k = 1, 2, 3,⋯, nð Þ: ð26Þ

In Equation (26), σ is the scale parameter and θk is

defined as follows:

θk =
min xk

xi
−

xk
xi

���� ����, 1 + xk
xi

���� ���� − xk
xi

� 	
, xk ≥ xi,

0:5, xk < xi:

8><>: ð27Þ

Given the candidate radical frequency interval ½ fmin,
fmax�, the number of candidate fundamental frequencies n,
and the scale parameter, firstly, the frequency spectrum
function of the input audio is calculated to determine the
radical candidate frequency. Secondly, calculate the proba-
bility that each candidate’s revolutionary frequency is
extreme. Finally, the value of xi that maximizes hðxiÞ is used
as the radical frequency value of the signal. The calculation
process of the improved standard harmonic method is
shown in Figure 3.

(1) After performing a Fast Fourier Transform on A,
take the modulus and limit its frequency range to ½
fmin, f max�. The frequency spectrum function equa-
tion is as shown in

g xð Þ = FFT Að Þj j xϵ fmin, fmax½ �ð Þ ð28Þ

(2) Calculate the first n maximum points x1, x2, xn−1, xn
of gðxÞ and use them as the radical candidate
frequency

(3) Calculate the confidence function hðxiÞ of each rad-
ical candidate frequency

(4) x =max ðhðxiÞÞ
2.4. Construction of Piano Performance Evaluation
Model by BPNN

2.4.1. Music Performance by MIDI Standards. MIDI is a
standard for electronic music. When a player uses a MIDI
instrument to play, the MIDI instrument will convert the
player’s operations into MIDI signals and then pass these
MIDI signals to the sequencer. A sequencer is a device that
organizes, edits, and outputs the timbre, rhythm, notes,
etc., required by a piece of music to the sound source for
sound production. The stored MIDI signal is a MIDI file
[25]. After obtaining the MIDI signal, the characteristics of

Input Sound signal A Set up Fast fourier transform

Limit [fmin, fmax]Get the spectrum
function g (x)

Calculate the first n
maximum points of g (x)

As candidate fundamental
frequency

Calculate the confidence
function h (xi)

Output the fundamental
frequency of the signal x

Figure 3: The calculation flow chart of the improved standard harmonic method.
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the sound can be analyzed, such as time value and pitch. In a
MIDI system composed of a personal computer, the MIDI
input device of various MIDI musical instruments is directly
connected to the computer sound card. A sequencer is com-
puter software that acquires MIDI signals obtained mainly
through the computer operating system. The Application
Programming Interface (API) is obtained from the com-
puter sound card. The MIDI messages received by the com-
puter system are composed of multiple bytes [26].

2.4.2. Error Correction of Piano Playing Music by MIDI Files.
After obtaining a piece of piano playing audio, first, get each
note’s start and endpoints through the improved endpoint
detection algorithm by the short-term energy difference
mentioned above. At this time, the time value information
of the note is also determined. The report divides the origi-
nal signal to obtain all the letters in the audio to obtain the
movement. Second, through the radical frequency extraction
algorithm by the improved standard harmonic method,
identify the pitch information of each note. Finally, the note
time value and pitch information obtained by the two steps
are compared with the corresponding standard information
in MIDI music to find out the wrong note played by the
player. The error correction process of piano playing sound
by MIDI file is shown in Figure 4.

2.4.3. Confirmation of Input Parameters

(1) Determine the Parameters of the Pitch Feature. Johann
Sebastian Bach’s minuet is an example of implementing a
piano performance evaluation model. There are five notes
in the first bar of this piano music. The high notes are D,
G, A, B, and C. MIDI messages are 74, 77, 70, 71, and 72.
The input parameter is 5/5 = 1 when playing five tones, 4/5
= 0:8 when playing four styles, and so on. The total score

has 48 bars, so the input parameters of the high pitch feature
require 48 neurons in the input layer.

(2) Determine the Parameters of Rhythm Characteristics.
Rhythm is a feature that describes the length of the sound,
and the time represented by the score is relative. It needs
to be converted to absolute time to get the difference
between the length of the sound [27]. Take the first measure
of minuet as an example. The first note is a quarter note with
a duration of 1, and the last four notes are all eighth notes
with a period of 0.5. Suppose each note pronunciation’s total
time is 0 s and 0.75 s, and the duration is 0.75 s and 0.25 s,
respectively. If the sounding time of the note is 0.1 s and
0.8 s and the course is 0.7 s and 0.3 s, respectively, the
player’s sense of rhythm can be calculated by

f xð Þ =〠abs Si − Bið ÞQi + abs Ei −Dið ÞQi: ð29Þ

In Equation (29), Si is the sounding time or duration of
quarter notes when playing, Bi is the absolute time or the
hypothetical quarter note pronunciation, Ei is the pronunci-
ation time or duration of the eighth note when playing, Di is
the absolute time or duration of the hypothetical eighth note
pronunciation, and Qi is weight.

According to Equation (29), the player’s sense of rhythm
is shown in

abs 0:1 − 0ð Þ + abs 0:8 − 0:75ð Þ = 0:15,
abs 0:7 − 0:75ð Þ + abs 0:3 − 0:25ð Þ = 0:1:

ð30Þ

Since the duration has little influence on the perfor-
mance effect, multiplying by the weight of 0.1, the rhythm
input parameter is 0:15 + 0:1 ∗ 0:1 = 0:16. The input param-
eters of the rhythm also require 48 neurons in the input
layer.

(3) Determine the Parameters of the Beat Feature. The beat is
a feature that describes the strength of the sound. The score
has a minimal representation of the power of the sound, and
the term of the force is a relative value [28]. Artificially judge
the average value of input samples with excellent beat con-
trol as the MIDI standard signal. The beats of the second
bar of the piano score of minuet are strong, weak, and weak.
Let the traditional values of the strength of each note be 100,
70, and 80, respectively, and the values obtained by the per-
former are 95, 75, and 70, respectively. The beat input
parameter in this section is 5 + 5 + 10 = 20. The input
parameters of the beat require 48 neurons in the input layer.

(4) Determine the Parameters of the Chord Characteristics.
Chords are composed of simultaneous pronunciation at a
time point [29]. The time point of each chord can be
obtained in advance from the music score and standard
MIDI files. The chord judgment is performed on each chord
time point during the playing process. The difference in
pitch is used to judge whether the fundamental tone is right
or wrong. The number of chord judgment errors is 1, and if

Read standard information
from MIDI files

Improved endpoint detection algorithm based
on short-time energy difference

Drawing spectrum diagram

Fundamental frequency extraction algorithm
based on improved normal harmonic method

Audio segmentation

Compare standard information
with identification results

Complete

Figure 4: Flow chart of error correction for piano playing music by
MIDI files.
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the other one is wrong, it is considered 0.5 when playing a
wrong chord. Finally, divide the total number of chord judg-
ment errors by the total number of chords as the input
parameter of the chord pitch, which corresponds to an input
layer neuron. The method of judging the strength and tim-
ing of the chord is the same as the pitch, and the input
parameters correspond to two input layer neurons.

(5) Determine the Parameters of Melody Characteristics. The
melody is the artificial grouping of music [30]; the minuet
can be divided into two pieces, and the first melody can be
divided into four phrases. The second melody is the repro-
duction part. The characteristic song parameters can be
obtained by summing the pitch, time value, and strength
attributes of each segment’s notes. The typical melody
parameters of minuet should correspond to the neurons of
the six input layers.

2.4.4. Determination of the BPNN Structure. The input
parameters determined above correspond to a total of 153
neurons in the neural network’s input layer. The total evalu-
ation of the player’s performance requires an output neuron
to conform to it. Two indicators of rhythm and expressive-
ness are also commonly used for performance evaluation.
Two neurons are used to correspond to them, and the out-
put layer of the neural network is determined to have three
neurons. Therefore, as long as the number of hidden layer
neurons is determined, the number of hidden layer nodes
must be greater than the sum of the input layer and the out-
put layer nodes, according to experience. Then, the number
of remote layer nodes should be increased until the perfor-
mance requirements reach the ideal state. For the neural net-
work model of theminuet, the number of hidden layer nodes
finally determined after repeated experiments are 168.

The structure of the piano performance evaluation
model by BPNN designed is shown in Figure 5.

2.5. Experimental Analysis Method

2.5.1. Training of BPNN Model. The Mean Square Error
(MSE) is used in the neural network training process, and
its definition is shown in

MSE = 1
mp

〠
p

p=1
〠
m

j=1
cypj − ypj

 �

: ð31Þ

In Equation (31), m is the number of output nodes, p is
the number of training samples, cypj is the expected output
value of the network, and ypj is the actual output value of
the network.

After determining the input parameters that affect the
performance effect and the parameters and structure of
BPNN, the neural network needs to be trained to achieve
the desired accuracy requirements. First, the standard infor-
mation of each characteristic is obtained by the piano
teacher’s playing and MIDI files. Then, features are extracted
and input through different levels of piano performance. The
training method of the neural network obtains training sam-
ples mainly through two piano teachers and three students
playing the minuet piano several times. The input data of
the neural network are received, and then, the overall perfor-
mance, rhythm, and expressiveness of the commission are
evaluated manually. The data input ranges between 0 and
1, and 10 samples are collected in this training. Set the learn-
ing rate to 0.8, the momentum factor to 0.5, and the error to
0.01 to start neural network training.

2.5.2. Validation of Piano Performance System
Model by BPNN

(1) Model Performance Test. Use the minuet piano music to
test the performance of the model. Unlike the neural net-
work training sample collection, the model’s performance
is tested by another piano teacher. Student A (level 6 piano)
and student B (level 5 piano) play ten times as input sam-
ples. The BPNN piano performance system model is used
to evaluate the three people’s performance overall rhythm
and expressiveness.

(2) Error Correction Accuracy Rate Test. After recording the
model performance test sample, let the piano teacher play
minuet 10 times as the model error correction of the accu-
racy test sample. Among them, all 5 groups played correctly;
2 groups deliberately misplayed several pitches, and the tim-
ing values were all correct; 2 groups deliberately misplayed
several timing values, and the angles were all correct; 1
group deliberately misplayed several pitches. The total score
of minuet piano music has 162 notes, played 30 times in
total, and 4860 note samples. In the test process, the tradi-
tional BPNN is used as a control, and the results are com-
pared and analyzed of the optimization algorithm output.
This further verifies the error correction performance of
the optimized BPNN in piano performance.

Computer Main page

Load song data Loading neural
network model

Wait for the
user to start

Start playing
practice

Collect MIDI
signal

Starts evaluation

Display and save the evaluation results

Failure to meet
requirements

Figure 5: Architecture diagram of piano performance evaluation
model based on BPNN.
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3. Results

3.1. BPNN Model Training Results. The training results of
BPNN designed are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figures 6 and 7 show that during the training process of
BPNN designed, the error value shows a downward trend as
the number of training increases. After 3000 times, the error
is less than the preset 0.01, and the network convergence
accuracy is achieved. The correlation coefficient between
the network output and the target is as high as 0.99935,
and the degree of fit is high. Therefore, the performance of
BPNN designed can meet the actual requirements.

3.2. Model Performance Test Results. The evaluation results
of a piano teacher, student A (level 6 piano), and student B
(level 5 piano) using the model designed are shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that the overall evaluation average of
piano teachers is 0.9116, the average expressiveness evalua-
tion is 0.8346, and the rhythmic evaluation average is
0.8333; the evaluation averages of student A are 0.7169,
0.6516, and 0.6694, respectively; the standards of student B
are 0.606, 0.5852, and 0.5980, respectively. Figure 9 reveals
that the evaluation values given by the model from high to
low are piano teacher, student A, and student B, which are
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Figure 6: Analysis of neural network training results.
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evaluation result graph.
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generally in line with the actual level of the performer. It is
proved that the model’s output can meet the requirements
and be used in piano music teaching.

3.3. The Accuracy Test Result of Error Correction. The error
correction rate result of the piano performance evaluation
model by BPNN is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 collected a total of 4860 samples. The number of
correct correction samples of the traditional BPNN is 4356.
The accuracy rate is 89.6%, the number of accurate correc-
tion samples of pitch is 4291, and the accuracy rate is
88.3%. The number of correctly corrected pieces of the
BPNN optimized is 4583, and the accuracy rate is 94.3%,
which is 5.25% higher than the traditional method. The
number of correct pitch correction samples is 4515, and

the accuracy rate is 92.9%, which is 5.21% higher than the
conventional method. The optimized BPNN has signifi-
cantly improved the error correction accuracy of the notes
and pitches played by the player. The model can effectively
help piano beginners correct errors and improve the accu-
racy and efficiency of the practice.

4. Conclusions

In traditional piano music teaching, teachers play an essen-
tial role. However, due to various reasons, the shortage of
piano teachers has caused piano learners to practice by
themselves most of the time. Without the guidance of pro-
fessional teachers, it is difficult for beginners to find the
wrong playing in their practice, and the learning efficiency
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Figure 9: Test results of the error rate of the evaluation model.
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is low. Therefore, it is essential to establish a piano perfor-
mance evaluation system with an error correction function.
Firstly, the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm is used
to optimize the BPNN of the traditional music teaching eval-
uation system. Secondly, an improved endpoint detection
algorithm is proposed based on short-term energy differ-
ence, which can accurately identify the time value of each
note in the piano playing audio. By the traditional frequency
domain analysis method, a radical frequency extraction
algorithm with an improved standard harmonic method is
proposed, which can accurately identify the note’s pitch.
Finally, a piano performance evaluation model by BPNN is
implemented. The experimental results show that after
3000 times, the neural network error is less than 0.01, and
the network converges. The evaluation result of the piano
performance evaluation model designed is basically in line
with the actual level of the performer and has specific feasi-
bility. The error correction accuracy of the optimized BPNN
is 94.3% during the performance, which is 5.25% higher than
the traditional method. The pitch error correction rate is
92.9%, 5.21% higher than the conventional method. The
optimized BPNN has significantly improved the error cor-
rection accuracy of the time value and pitch of the notes
played by the player. The error correction of the designed
model piano is helpful for beginners. It can improve the
accuracy and efficiency of exercises. The shortcoming is that
all the experimental results are only for the song minuet,
which does not indicate that the evaluation model designed
is also applicable to other songs. Therefore, it needs to
expand the experimental sample for further verification.
The purpose of this study is to alleviate the scarcity of piano
teachers, reduce the work intensity of piano teachers, realize
automatic error correction and objective evaluation of play-
ing, and provide necessary technical support for improving
the efficiency of piano music teaching.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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